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For anyone speaking, reading, or studying French, the Larousse Pocket Dictionary is the ideal

dictionary for everyday use. With its handy and portable paperback format, great price and clear,

easy-to-use layout, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s filled with vocabulary in all subject areas. These reliable and

user-friendly tools are great for all language needs, whether studying a language or traveling. They

allow users to translate the foreign language quickly and accurately into English. For translations

from English, there are helpful sense-markers to guide the user to the most appropriate translation.

Included in this essential reference line: Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ 1800,000 words, phrases, and translations

Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Hundreds of usage examples Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Abbreviations, acronyms, and proper nouns

Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Verb conjugation tables Ã‚Â 
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Foreign Language Study & Reference

The Larousse editorial team includes many language and reference experts based in countries

around the world. In this way the linguistic team keeps its finger on the pulse of living languages as

spoken by the native-language speakers of these countries.

The size of the book is perfect for anyone studying french in an educational setting. It's small and

light enough to fit in your bag without breaking your back with everything else you have to carry. I

like it a lot! It has a lot of good words. The conjugation tables are a nice plus also! There were a lot

of conflicting reviews without photos about the size, so I added a few! Hope this helps!



I needed a smaller dictionary to use when reading French texts and this French/English and

English/French dictionary fits the bill beautifully. I already have the hardback Larousse College

dictionary which requires a forklift to get off the shelf (and a great substitute for a workout), and this

sturdy paperback edition is ideal, with more than sufficient words for almost every situation. It is

quite a thick pocket book size, but probably too big to carry comfortably on your travels.

This book is very thick! I know the measurements are on the description, but this should not be

marketed as "pocket-sized." The translations seem fine, but when looking at the English to French

translation only the pronunciation is given in English. I would then have to flip through the French to

English translation section to find the French pronunciation. It was hard to use and bulkier than

expected.

Book arrived quickly. It is a full dictionary with phrases in English and French. More information then

I was seeking. Would be a great book for most travelers.

I think my French W is off. Mostly English.

C'est parfait pour les anglophones comme moi :)

loved this book, fast shipping

I love the phrases and the different conjugations they provide. This was very helpful for my French

classes.
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